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introduction in this article, you'll learn how
to set up and use a wireless phone scanner
that will enable you to locate and connect
to different wireless networks, as well as

scan for and locate mobile wireless
networks on your pc. combine this idea

with a dash of strategic planning. do you
want your children and close friends to
always know where you are? but do you

also want to protect your kids from others
who may want to use location tracking?

how to explain to them that to locate their
friends, they need to contact them or the
app on the gsm (global system for mobile)
or other cell phone. provide them with the

phone number for contact them so that
there is no way of tracking their location.
start by creating a secure and secret pin

that only you know. make it easy to
remember, and at least 7-15 characters

long. in my case, i chose a 4-digit number
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so that only someone with my cell phone
number would have the pin. typically,
some of the more popular brands of

smartphones have always been functional,
reliable, and good-looking, and they've

been reasonably priced. but their features
and functionalities have advanced so that
we can leave everything on our phones.

even a lot of these phones are a lot
cheaper than they used to be. you can
check the prices of the smart phones to
compare and choose one that's better

suited to your pocket. this article will help
you decide what type of phone is best for

you. inserting a sim card into a mobile
phone is one of the most important steps in
setting up any mobile phone. the sim card
stores a unique number and stores all data
your mobile phone needs to communicate
with the network of your service provider.

once the sim card is inserted into the
phone, all the data and services you have
will be activated. mobile phones with sim
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cards are operated on gsm technology, or
global system for mobile communications.
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